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Abstract

The literature is almost devoid of scientific studies of diagnosis of pulpal pathology in primary and permanent teeth with open apices. Most reports are empirical or retrospective studies without adequate prior knowledge of preexisting conditions or histologic findings leading to the necessity of pulp procedures. Appropriate diagnostic tests and their effectiveness are documented for both groups. This article reviews the available literature and current techniques of indirect pulp therapy, pulp capping, and pulpotomy for primary teeth and permanent teeth with open apex. The apical barrier with mineral trioxide aggregate followed by root strengthening with bonded composite is reviewed. (J Endod 2008;34:S6-S12)
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D agnosis in primary and young, permanent, immature teeth varies greatly from that in fully formed permanent teeth. Most of the diagnostic tests used in conventional endodontic therapy are of very little or no value in primary teeth and of limited value in permanent immature teeth. While admittedly poor for diagnosing the degree of inflammation in this group of teeth, diagnostic tests must be performed to obtain as much information as possible before arriving at treatment options.

Diagnostic literature based on scientific studies is almost nonexistent. Most outcome reports are supported by empirical treatment and anecdotal case reports (1). Many outcome studies are conducted retrospectively on the basis of clinical signs and symptoms and make assumptions regarding the pulpal status before treatment without histologic or bacterial data to support the preoperative diagnosis. Without histologic examination an accurate determination of the extent of inflammation is impossible (2). Correlation between clinical symptoms and histopathologic conditions is poor and complicates diagnosis of pulpal health in exposed pulps of children (3).

Many of our treatments are based on our diagnosis of the root development stage. Consequently, to properly diagnose and treat primary and young permanent teeth, it is necessary to have a thorough knowledge of normal root formation and the differences between developing and fully formed teeth. The decision to render conservative vital treatment to allow root formation completion or more radical treatment such as root canal therapy might hinge on our diagnosis of root development.

According to Orban (4), the tooth root’s development begins after enamel and dentin formation has reached the cementoenamel junction (CEJ). Hertwig’s epithelial root sheath is formed by the epithelial dental organ, with one tube for each of the future roots. As root formation proceeds apically, each root is wide open, diverging apically and limited by the epithelial diaphragm. Each root’s internal surface is lined by odontoblasts. Once root length is established, the sheath disappears, whereas dentin deposition is continued until root formation is completed.

Depending on each root’s external anatomy, differentiation into multiple canals might occur. During this formative stage, communication exists between the canals in the form of isthmuses. As growth continues, the opposing walls meet and coalesce, and islands of dentin are formed, which eventually expand to divide the root into separate canals. Continued dentin deposition narrows the canals, and the apex is eventually closed with dentin and cementum, creating apical convergence. Isthmuses and fins extending toward the root’s center might persist in fully formed teeth.

In permanent teeth, root formation is not completed until 1–4 years after eruption into the oral cavity. Because of the shorter roots of primary teeth, root formation is completed faster than for permanent teeth. Because the faciolingual width of most roots and canals is greater than the mesiodistal width, apical closure cannot usually be determined radiographically. The x-ray beam is exposed in the faciolingual plane, but the radiograph is read mesiodistally. Because of this anatomy, with the exception of the maxillary central and lateral incisors and some single canal lower premolars, radiographs cannot determine apical closure. Therefore, the clinician must rely on time to determine root closure in all other teeth to prevent treatment protocols that cannot be successfully completed without apical convergence (5).

During this formative period, treatments should be oriented toward maintenance of vitality to allow completion of root formation. Further deposition of dentin will strengthen the roots’ thin dentinal walls and help diminish future root fracture.
The root canals of primary teeth differ greatly from those of permanent teeth, and treatment is complicated by apical resorption to allow for eruption of the succeeding teeth. At the time of root length completion, the root canals roughly correspond to the external anatomy’s form and shape. At this time, resorption of the roots begins and, combined with additional dentin deposition internally, might significantly change the number, size, and shape of the canals within the primary roots. Continued physiologic, apical resorption of the roots makes the teeth progressively shorter. In addition, resorption on the roots’ internal surfaces adjacent to the forming permanent tooth might open other communications with the periapical tissues. These factors complicate establishment of working lengths if root canal therapy is necessary.

In the primary anterior teeth (incisors and canines), the permanent tooth buds lie apically and lingually near the primary roots. Resorption is initiated on the primary root’s lingual surface. This causes the apical foramen to move coronally, resulting in a difference in the apical foramen and the anatomic apex and complicating determination of root canal length. One study demonstrated that half of the primary incisor’s root might be resorbed lingually before it becomes obvious on a radiograph (6). Primary anterior teeth have one simple root canal and rarely have lateral or accessory canals.

The primary molar teeth normally have the same number and position of roots and root canals as the corresponding permanent teeth. At root length completion, most roots have only 1 canal, but continued deposition of dentin might divide the root into 2 or more canals (7–9). During this time, communication exists between the canals in the form of isthmuses or fins (Fig. 1). Secondary dentin deposition contributes to deposition of dentin might divide the root into 2 or more canals (7–9). At root length completion, most roots have only 1 canal, but continued deposition of dentin might divide the root into 2 or more canals (7–9). During this time, communication exists between the canals in the form of isthmuses or fins (Fig. 1). Secondary dentin deposition contributes to this change in morphology (10, 11). Like the permanent molars, most variations occur in the mesial roots of mandibular molars and facial roots of the maxillary molars. Also, these variations are usually in the facial to lingual plane and cannot be visualized on radiographs (7, 9).

Accessory and lateral canals and apical ramifications of the pulp are common in primary molars (8). In addition, other communications between the pulp and the periapical tissues are formed by physiologic resorption of the internal surfaces of the roots adjacent to the permanent tooth buds.

**Diagnosis of Pulpal Status in Primary Teeth**

As with any dental procedure, a thorough medical history must be completed, and any implications related to treatment must be considered. A child with systemic disease might necessitate different treatment than a healthy one.

The examination should begin with a thorough history and characteristics of any pain, because these are often important in helping to determine pulpal status and eventual treatment. Whereas pain usually accompanies pulpal inflammation, extensive problems might arise without any history of pain. If possible, a distinction between provoked and spontaneous pain should be ascertained. Provoked pain that ceases after removal of the causative stimulation is usually reversible and indicative of minor inflammatory changes. Stimuli include thermal, chemical, and mechanical irritants and many times are due to deep caries, faulty restorations, soreness around a primary tooth nearing exfoliation, or an erupting permanent tooth.

Spontaneous pain is a constant or throbbing pain that occurs without stimulation or continues long after the causative factor has been removed. In a well-controlled histologic study of primary teeth with deep carious lesions, Guthrie et al. (12) demonstrated that a history of spontaneous toothache is usually associated with extensive degenerative changes extending into the root canals. Primary teeth with a history of spontaneous pain should not receive vital pulp treatments and are candidates for pulpectomy or extraction.

The clinical examination might produce evidence of pulpal pathology. Redness, swelling, fluctuance, severe dental decay, defective or missing restorations, and draining parulis might indicate pulpal involvement. Percussion sensitivity might be valuable to the diagnosis, but it is complicated by the reliability of the child’s response because of the psychological aspects involved. Tooth mobility might be present normally because of physiologic resorption, and many pulped involved teeth have no mobility.

Electric pulp tests are not valid in primary teeth (1). Laser Doppler flowmetry might be of greater help in determining vitality, but this equipment has not been perfected, and the price is prohibitive (13).

Thermal tests are usually not conducted on primary teeth because of their unreliability (1, 5).

After the clinical examination, radiographs of good quality are essential. Like permanent teeth, periapical radiolucencies appear at the apices in primary anterior teeth. In primary molars, pathologic changes are most often apparent in the bifurcation or trifurcation areas. Consequently, bite-wing radiographs are often best to observe pathologic changes in posterior primary teeth. Pathologic bone and root resorption signs are signs of advanced pulpal pathology that has spread into the periapical tissues and is usually treatable only with extraction.

Mild, chronic pulpal irritation such as seen in caries might stimulate the deposition of tertiary reactionary dentin over the pulp (5). With acute or rapid onset as the disease reaches the pulp, calcified masses might form away from the exposure site. Such calcified masses are always indicative of advanced pulpal degeneration extending into the root canals (14). Primary teeth with such calcified masses are candidates for only pulpectomy or extraction (Fig. 2).

Internal resorption in primary teeth is always associated with extensive inflammation (12). Because of the thinness of the primary molar roots, if internal resorption can be seen radiographically, a perforation usually exists, and the tooth must be extracted (Fig. 3).

Interpretation of radiographs of primary teeth is always complicated by the presence of the succedaneous tooth and surrounding follicle. Misinterpretation of the follicle can easily lead to an erroneous diagnosis of periapical pathology. Superimposition of the permanent tooth might obscure visibility of the furca and roots of the primary tooth, causing misdiagnosis. Added to this is the normal physiologic resorption process.

Radiographs might also reveal evidence of: previous pulp treatment; calcification changes in pulp chambers and root canals; oversized...
canals indicative of cessation of root formation and pulpal necrosis; and after trauma, root fractures, bone fractures, displacement of teeth, imbedded tooth fragments, or foreign bodies in soft tissues.

The size of a pulpal exposure and the amount and color of hemorrhage have been reported as important factors in diagnosing the extent of inflammation under a carious lesion. Although all carious exposures are accompanied by pulpal inflammation, the larger the exposure, the more likely it is to be widespread or necrotic.

Excessive (2, 5, 14, 15) or deep purple (15) colored hemorrhage is evidence of extensive inflammation, and these teeth are candidates for pulpectomy or extraction. Hemorrhage that cannot be controlled within 1–2 minutes by light pressure with a damp cotton pellet at an exposure site indicates more extensive treatment is necessary. The same is true after removal of tissue when doing a pulpotomy. A pulpectomy or extraction would then be indicated.

In addition to the aforementioned tests and observations when dealing with traumatic injuries to the primary teeth, other factors must be considered.

Studies have shown that 1 in 3 children receive traumatic injuries to the primary dentition (16, 17). Because of the less dense bone and shorter roots as compared with permanent teeth, most injuries are displacements rather than fractures. Such injuries might heal normally without sequelae by formation of an amorphous diffuse calcification histologically resembling osteodentin, formation of a partial or complete obliteration of the canal (18, 19), or result in pulpal necrosis.

In a study of 545 traumatized primary maxillary incisors, Borum and Andreasen (20) found that 53% of subjects developed pulpal necrosis, and 25% developed pulp canal obliteration. The factors found to influence development of pulp necrosis were age of the patient, degree of displacement and loosening, and concurrent crown fracture. Calcific obliteration of the canal was influenced by tooth displacement and amount of root resorption. Crown fracture decreased canal obliteration. They also pointed out that no well-established treatment guidelines exist concerning healing processes and complications in primary teeth.

It has been suggested that the proximity to the succedaneous tooth is an important factor when deciding on treatment for the injured primary tooth. The treatment least likely to damage the permanent tooth should be chosen (1, 20). Conflicting data exist regarding treatment of primary injuries. Studies have shown no relationship between treating injured primary teeth compared with extraction regarding disturbance of the permanent teeth (16, 21). Others have shown a tendency toward more extensive disturbances in the mineralization when injured primary teeth were retained (22).

Near universal agreement exists that avulsed primary incisors should not be replanted because of the possibility of danger to the permanent tooth bud (1). Roughly half of traumatized primary teeth presenting for treatment develop transient or permanent discoloration. These colors vary from yellow to dark gray and usually become evident 1–3 weeks after trauma. Primary teeth with yellow discoloration frequently have radiographic signs of pulp canal calcification and have a low incidence of pulpal necrosis (20, 25).

Injured primary teeth with dark gray discoloration are reported to have necrotic pulps in 50%–82% of the cases. Conversely, necrosis of the pulp occurred in teeth with no discoloration in approximately 25% of injured primary incisors (20, 23–25). Attempts to correlate discoloration to pathologic, radiographic, and histologic changes in the pulps of injured primary incisors present mixed findings. Color change of the tooth alone without other findings is not a reliable indicator of pulpal health (26). Diagnosis of pulp necrosis in primary incisors is primarily based on dark gray color change and radiographic evidence of periapical pathology or lack of root formation (1) (Fig. 4). Schroder et al. (25) reported development of periapical osteitis in 82% of gray discolorations within 1 month. Andreasen and Riis (27) have shown that pulp necrosis and periapical inflammation of 6 weeks’ duration did not lead to developmental disturbances of permanent teeth. Thus, when diagnosis cannot be established, it is justifiable to wait for further developments.

**Diagnosis of Pulpal Status in Permanent Immature Teeth**

In teeth with incomplete root formation, correct pulpal and periapical diagnosis is of paramount importance before proceeding with any endodontic treatment because of the devastating result of loss of vitality. Every attempt should be made to preserve the vitality of these immature teeth until maturation has occurred. Loss of pulpal vitality before completion of dentin deposition leaves a weak root more prone to fracture as a result of the thin dentinal walls.

In a 4-year study, Cvek (28) noted a significant increase in cervical root fractures in treated immature teeth compared with those with completed roots. In immature teeth, the frequency of fractures was dependent on the stage of root development, ranging from 77% in teeth with the least to 28% in teeth with the most developed roots (28). Thus, even if treatment is successful, prognosis for prolonged retention of the tooth...
is greatly diminished. Loss of vitality before completion of root length will lead to a poorer crown-to-root ratio, with possible periodontal breakdown as a result of increased mobility. Therefore, all treatments in this group of teeth are oriented toward vital procedures. If these more conservative procedures fail, the tooth can still be treated with apexification, apical barrier techniques, or conventional root canal treatment.

Although numerous scientific studies have been reported on the treatment of permanent teeth with immature apices, the literature is almost devoid in the area of diagnosis of pulpal status in this group of teeth.

The diagnosis begins with a thorough medical history and any implications related to the anticipated treatment. The dental history and characteristics of associated pain might be helpful in determining pulpal status. History of any traumatic injury to the facial area should be explored in depth and recorded for future medical, dental, legal, and insurance purposes.

The nature, type, length, and distinction between provoked and spontaneous pain are recorded. Provoked pain caused by thermal, chemical, or mechanical irritants usually indicates pulpal inflammation of a lesser degree and is often reversible. Spontaneous pain, on the other hand, is usually associated with widespread, extensive, degenerative, irreversible pulpal inflammation or necrosis.

The medical and dental histories are followed by a thorough clinical examination. Any areas of redness, swelling, fluctuance, tissue tenderness, dental decay, defective or missing restorations, or fractured or mobile teeth are noted. Presence of discolored crowns or a parulis might indicate pulpal necrosis. The alignment of the teeth, including any infra-positioned or supra-positioned teeth, might provide valuable information.

Electric pulp tests and thermal tests are of limited value because of the varied responses as roots mature. In addition, invalid data might be obtained as a result of the often unreliable responses from children because of fear, management problems, and inability to understand or communicate accurately. Consequently, most diagnoses are made on observation of clinical symptoms and radiographic evidence of pathosis.

Numerous studies (29–32) have reported the unreliability of electric pulp tests in permanent teeth with open and developing apices. Inconsistent results ranging from 11% in 6- to 11-year-olds with completely open apices (29) to 79% in older children (31) have been reported. It is also possible to obtain a false-positive in teeth with liquefaction necrosis (33). Thus, electric pulp tests are of little value during the period of root formation, because the data are not reliable.

Electric and thermal tests were shown to be unreliable after traumatic injury to a tooth, and no response might be elicited even after circulation has been restored (34, 35). The potential for healing is greater with incomplete root development than in fully formed teeth.

Laser Doppler flowmetry has been reported to be very reliable for diagnosing pulpal vitality (13, 36, 37). In a very detailed histologic and radiographic study of revitalization of dogs’ teeth after reimplantation, Yanpis et al. (36) were able to make a correct diagnosis 84% of the time. In nonvital pulps, the histologic study proved to be accurate in 95% of cases, whereas in vital ones the data were correct 74% of the time. This significant difference in readings was observed at as early as 4 weeks. Although the authors pointed out the validity of determining nonvital teeth, they cautioned against relying solely on this test and would only initiate pulpal therapy after observing other signs of pathology.

It has also been shown that blood pigment within a discolored tooth crown interferes with laser light transmission (38). This limitation is significant, because discoloration after trauma is frequent. Also, this equipment has not been perfected for routine dental diagnosis and is cost-prohibitive for the practicing dentist.

Thermal testing with ice and ethyl chloride are of limited value diagnostically. Ice and ethyl chloride have consistently been reported to be inferior to carbon dioxide snow (29–32) and dichlorodifluoromethane (DDM) (31, 39). Researchers have shown carbon dioxide snow to consistently give positive responses near 100% even with open apices (29–32).

Figure 4. The dark gray discoloration of the crown of this primary maxillary central incisor is indicative of pulpal necrosis.

Figure 5. Dark gray discoloration of the crown of this permanent maxillary central incisor indicates pulpal necrosis.
Thermal tests with heat in permanent teeth with developing apices are of limited value because of inconsistent responses and are rarely performed.

Radiographic examination and interpretation are key elements in the diagnosis of pulpal pathology in teeth with developing apices. Good quality periapical radiographs of any involved teeth are used to assess root development and discover periapical rarefaction and root resorption. After traumatic injury, radiographs are essential to determine the presence of fractured bone and roots, displaced teeth, and imbedded foreign objects.

In posterior teeth, bite-wing radiographs are also necessary to detect caries, proximity of lesions to the pulp, previous pulpal treatments, and quality of any restorations.

Figure 6. Apical barrier with MTA and strengthening of the thin root with bonded composite. (A) Preoperative radiograph of permanent maxillary left central incisor. The pulp is necrotic, and the apex is open. (B) 4-mm plug of MTA placed at the apex. (C) Remainder of canal restored with bonded composite resin. (D) Two-and-a-half-year follow-up showing covering of MTA with cementum and healing of a periapical lesion.
Discoloration of a tooth crown after trauma is a common sequela and one of the foremost diagnostic indicators (40–42). Yellow discoloration is usually indicative of pulp space calcification, and a gray color usually signifies pulp necrosis (40) (Fig. 5).

Transient coronal discoloration has been reported (42) in 4% of teeth after luxation injuries as a result of vascular damage and hemorrhage immediately after injury. In these cases, it was speculated that pulpal healing depends on the bacterial status. With bacterial infection, healing is unlikely. In this group of teeth, determination of bacterial status could not be ascertained on the basis of coronal discoloration, loss of pulpal sensibility, or periapical rarefaction (42).

Transient apical breakdown occurs after displacement injuries and might lead to misdiagnosis (42, 43). The development of transient periapical radiolucency—together with coronal discoloration, negative electric pulp test, and cold response up to 4 months—was shown to subsequently regain the original color and normal pulpal responses (43). Transient apical breakdown apparently is linked to the repair process in the pulp and periapical tissues and returns to normal when healing is complete (42). Bone loss, which produces the radiolucency, eventually heals with new bone.

Universal agreement exists that immature teeth have the greatest potential to heal after trauma or caries, particularly when the apical foramen is wide open. This group of teeth also has the greatest chance of misdiagnosis and mistreatment. To avoid mistakes, treatment must not be undertaken on the basis of negative responses to pulp testing. Radiographic and symptomatic assessment is currently the principal diagnostic criterion. The following factors are key in making the diagnostic determination: symptoms of irreversible pulpsitis or apical periodontitis; clinical signs of periradicular infection including swelling, tenderness to percussion, mobility, or pulpal formation; radiographically detectible bone loss; progressive root resorption; and arrested root development compared with other adjacent teeth (44).

If doubtful, do not start treatment. Keep the patient under close observation and continue to reassess the diagnostic criteria until a definitive diagnosis can be established.

The treatment of primary and young permanent teeth has changed dramatically in recent years as new materials have been developed and researched. The use of calcium hydroxide (for decades the standard for pulp protection), pulp capping, and pulpotomy procedures in permanent teeth is being replaced with composite resins (45, 46) and mineral trioxide aggregate (MTA) (ProRoot; Dentsply Tulsa Dental, Tulsa, OK). Pulp capping with resin composites in monkeys produced the lowest incidence of bacterial microleakage, pulpal inflammation, and incidence of pulp necrosis when compared with calcium hydroxide and glass ionomer cement (46).

When compared with calcium hydroxide, MTA produced significantly more dentinal bridging in a shorter time with significantly less inflammation and less pulp necrosis (47–49). MTA has been shown to be cementoconductive, with attachment of cementoblasts to the material (49). Sarkar et al. (50) studied the interactions of MTA, a synthetic tissue fluid, and dentin of extracted teeth. They concluded that calcium from the MTA reacted with phosphate in tissue fluid, producing hydroxyapatite. The sealing ability, biocompatibility, and dentinogenic activity of the material occur because of these physiochemical reactions.

Once considered taboo, vital pulpal treatment of symptomatic permanent teeth with MTA has been reported (5, 51, 52) to be successful, allowing continued root development. Stronger roots with greatly improved prognosis for permanent retention are now possible.

Loss of pulpal vitality in open apex teeth in the past led to protracted treatment and often ended in early tooth loss caused by fracture of weak roots. Apical barrier techniques with MTA now allow timely completion of apexification and have eliminated the use of calcium hydroxide, except as a temporary canal disinfectant. The use of MTA as an apical barrier has become the standard for treatment of the open apex pulpless tooth (Fig. 6). The development of bonded composite techniques now allows strengthening of these weak roots to levels of intact, fully formed roots and has virtually ended root fractures (53–56) (Fig. 6C).

Revascularization of teeth with necrotic infected canals has been reported by using combinations of antibiotics (57, 58). The canals are accessed and disinfected with copious irrigation of sodium hypochlorite. The canals are not instrumented. A paste of metronidazole, ciprofloxacin, and minocycline is placed in the canals and left for 1 month. The tooth is re-entered, and endodontic files are inserted through the apices to stimulate bleeding to produce a blood clot at the level of the CEJ. After clotting, MTA is placed over the blood clot, and a permanent external seal is placed. The clot is then revascularized, producing thickening of the canal walls and apical closure.

Stem cell research holds great hope for the future, with the aim of healing impaired dental tissues including dentin, pulp, cementum, and periodontal tissues. By stimulating the body’s intrinsic capacities, we will be able to regenerate tissues, allowing further development of teeth and bone or possibly the formation of new teeth to replace those ravaged by decay or lost to traumatic injuries.
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